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STREAM

Dear editors,

In 2018, the band ROSE & DOCTOR (from Zürich, Switzerland) recorded their debut EP 
«Beyond Safety» in one of the most renowned studios in Prague (ORM Studio) with well-
known musicians and played several shows there. They gave interviews in the Czech 
Republic and Switzerland (Headliner.cz, Radio Signal and Radio LORA).

A few singles and several concerts in Zurich and the surrounding area with well-known Swiss
jazz musicians (including Robert Morgenthaler, Buddy Casino) later, the duo is now back with
a new track:

The powerful soul-punk song «Crocodile Tears» is about the inaction of politics in the face of 
the global crisis. It's an expression of the increasingly urgent climate movement. Or as the 
band puts it, «Crocodile Tears is a rebel song born out of love and anger.»

Do you see any opportunity to include the track «Crocodile Tears» in your program and 
introduce ROSE & DOCTOR? The band is available for interviews.

Looking forward to your feedback!

Best regards
Jina Rose

Music downloads can be provided by ROSE & DOCTOR upon request. For further information concerning artist,
music, interviews, performing and promotion rights etc. Please contact roseanddoctor@outlook.com

https://roseanddoctor.fanlink.to/crocodile-tears
mailto:roseanddoctor@outlook.com
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BIOGRAPHY:

Jina Rose grew up in a family of musicians. There was always good music playing in the 
kitchen: from rock to classical to funk, her father Mike Doctor feels at home in many places in
the world, as well as in many styles of music.

Mike Doctor has been playing guitar, acoustic as well as electric, all his life. After years of 
playing in the German «Musical Hair» tour (with Donna Summer), Mike Doctor has had a 
distinguished European music career with several rock and fusion bands (including The 
Matadors, Goblet). He has toured in the Netherlands (including Milkyway and Paradiso in 
Amsterdam), the Czech Republic, Spain, Poland, Germany and Switzerland.

Jina Rose was only 11 years old when ROSE & DOCTOR recorded their first songs in Mike's 
recording studio. Back then he wrote all the songs himself, today ROSE & DOCTOR are a 
well-rehearsed team, in songwriting as well as in performances. 

Jina Rose had several years of classical vocal training. During high school she performed in 
many differents formations and genres. With all those influences she developed her own 
style of singing and learned to scream, her biggest inspiration being Funk and Soul. 
Since about 5 years the cooperation of ROSE & DOCTOR has intensified, and meanwhile 
they have developed a diverse repertoire together. They gave many concerts in Zurich and 
the surrounding area. Again and again they played together with well-known Swiss Jazz 
musicians* (e.g. Robert Morgenthaler, Buddy Casino).

After the release of the debut EP «Beyond Safety», which ROSE & DOCTOR recorded in 
2018 in one of the most renowned studios in Prague, they had several performances in 
Prague (including Blues Sklep) and they gave interviews in the Czech Republic and in 
Switzerland.
During the pandemic years there were few opportunities to perform, but ROSE & DOCTOR 
worked on new material. In December 2022 they released the first of a series of new songs: 
«Crocodile Tears», the first soul-punk song by ROSE & DOCTOR. 

https://www.facebook.com/jinaroseandmikedoctor
https://www.roseanddoctor.com/
https://www.instagram.com/jinaroseandmikedoctor/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCisj0BVbRUp0MpTpr73mzlA

